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Abstract— Wireless network virtualization has been well recognized as a way to improve the flexibility of wireless networks
by decoupling the functionality of the system and implementing
infrastructure and spectrum as services. Recent studies have
shown that caching provides a better performance to serve the
content requests from mobile users. In this paper, we propose
that caching can be applied as a service in mobile networks,
i.e., different service providers (SPs) cache their contents in the
storage of wireless facilities that are owned by mobile network
operators. Specifically, we focus on the scenario of small-cell
networks, where cache-enabled small-cell base stations are the
facilities to cache contents. To deal with the competition for
storage among multiple SPs, we design a mechanism based on
multi-object auctions, where the time-dependent feature of system
parameters and the frequency of content replacement are both
taken into account. Simulation results show that our solution
leads to a satisfactory outcome.
Index Terms— Wireless network virtualization, small-cell
caching, multi-object auction, matching.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS network virtualization has been proposed in
recent years to improve the flexibility of traditional
wireless networks against the tremendous growth of diversified
online services [2]. Similar to the traditional wired network
virtualization [3], wireless network virtualization separates
wireless networks into physical infrastructures and online
services [4]. In wireless networks, the parties that operate
the wireless physical infrastructures are called mobile network operators (MNOs), and the parties that provide online
services for users are called service providers (SPs). SPs can
typically create their own virtual networks to serve their users
by aggregating resources from MNOs, where the resources
usually have a broad scope, ranging from the spectrum,
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the infrastructure, to the air interface [5]. With the help of
virtualization, multiple heterogeneous virtual networks that
dynamically composed by different SPs can coexist together
in isolation from each other [4]. Therefore, once the system is
properly designed, wireless network virtualization can maximize the system utilization, facilitate the updating of existed
services and alleviate the difficulty of applying new ones [6].
Since the services provided by SPs depend on the resources
that allocated to them, resource allocation becomes one of the
important issues, i.e., how to effectively allocate the limited
resources to different SPs [2]. In most early studies, spectrum
was considered as the most basic kind of resource in wireless
network virtualization. The authors in [7] and [8] discussed
the spectrum allocation problem in both time domain and
frequency domain, and the works in [9] and [10] dealt with the
competition for spectrum among SPs by using game theory.
Apart from the spectrum, another kind of important resource
that being considered in previous works was the infrastructure, such as the wireless building premises, RF antennas,
and network routers, etc [2]. Several studies showed the
ongoing trends of the virtualization of wireless infrastructures [11], [12]. Moreover, the combination of spectrum and
infrastructure sharing was proposed as full network sharing,
which was detailedly classified in [13].
However, there are still potential resources that are not
discussed in wireless network virtualization, such as the storages of wireless facilities [14]. The storage-enabled wireless
facilities were proposed in [15]–[22], where the pre-cached
contents in small-cell base stations (SBSs) can bring better
system performance, showing an effective way to deal with
the low-speed backhaul link of SBSs [23]. This proposal was
first given in [15], where a sub-optimal strategy of caching
content was provided. Based on this, authors of [16]–[18]
considered a more detailed physical layer model. Other studies
in [19] and [20] further discussed the network layer coding
technique. Moreover, the works in [21] and [22] also took into
account the social ties and the mobilities of users respectively.
Although small-cell caching has been discussed from many
aspects, few existing studies focus on the decision layer, where
multiple SPs may exist. Since all the SPs only intend to
better serve their own users by caching their own contents
to reduce the average delay, they are likely to compete for
limited caching storages. Thus, a proper mechanism should
be designed to deal with the competition among SPs and
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guarantee the overall performance at the same time. To solve
the aforementioned problem, we propose to design an effective
caching mechanism, which enables caching as a service in
wireless networks. Specifically, the storages of wireless facilities can be virtualized and shared among multiple SPs, and
these SPs can utilize the storages as caching spaces to cache
their own contents for their users. With the help of caching, the
average delay of content requests from users can be lowered,
such that the quality-of-service can be improved.
Without loss of generality, in this paper, we focus on
a scenario where small-cell base stations are the facilities
that used to cache contents [15]. We formulate the multiple
SPs’ small-cell caching problem by taking into account the
overlapping among SBSs. Since SPs have to compete for the
caching storages on behalf of their own contents, a nature
solution is to apply auctions [24], where each SP has to
evaluate its contents and bid for caching storages. We propose
our own mechanism based on multi-object auctions, where
the mechanism organizes a serial of multi-object auctions to
complete the caching scheme. Each multi-object auction can
be solved by the market matching algorithm [25], which takes
valuations as input and takes allocation results and prices
as output. Considering that the system parameters are timedependent, storages of SBSs may change contents to adapt to
the variation, which also burdens the backhaul link of SBSs.
To cope with this problem, we also present a novel approach
to reduce the frequency of content replacement. Simulation
results have shown the effectiveness of our solution.
The main contributions of our work are listed below:
1) We come up with a novel approach that caching can be
applied as a service in the mobile networks with the help
of wireless network virtualization, where each SP has to
pay for the storages of the infrastructure that owned by
MNOs.
2) We focus on the small-cell caching scenario and formulate the caching problem with the objective to minimize
average delay, where the overlapping among SBSs and
the competition among SPs are considered.
3) By using multi-object auctions in our mechanism, we
provide a sub-optimal solution and also find a way to
reduce the frequency of content replacement between
adjacent hours.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents our system model of small-cell caching. Section III
provides the problem formulation and the theoretical analysis
on the system parameters. Section IV introduces our auction
mechanism. Section V shows the simulation results which
prove the effectiveness of our solution and testify our theoretical analysis. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this paper, we study a small-cell network, which
involves I SBSs in an area and L SPs that provide different
contents for users, as shown in Fig. 1. We use SBSi to denote
the i t h SBS, and SPl to denote the l t h service provider, where
1 ≤ i ≤ I and 1 ≤ l ≤ L. These SPs intend to cache their
own contents into SBSs, where the storage capacity of SBSi
is given by Hi .
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Fig. 1. System model for small-cell caching among multiple providers. For
each request from any user, the delay can be lowered as long as the requested
content is cached in a nearby SBS.

Fig. 2. A demonstration of coverage regions of two overlapping SBSs, where
three simplest regions are included.

For the rest part of this section, we model our system in
four aspects: the coverage region of SBSs, the distribution of
users, the contents of SPs, and the traffic latency of content
requests.
A. Coverage Regions
We assume that the SBSs are distributed in a 2-dimensional
area, and the coverage regions of SBSs overlap with each
other, as shown in Fig. 2. We define a region as a simplest
region if it is not crossed by any curves in such a figure.
In our model, simplest regions are denoted by  j , 1 ≤ j ≤ J ,
where J is the total number of simplest regions. Since  j is
covered by a set of SBSs, we use F j to denote the set of
SBSs that cover  j . For the example shown in Fig. 2, we
have F1 = {1}, F2 = {1, 2}, F3 = {2}.
B. Users’ Distribution
The distribution of mobile users is described by user density,
which can be space-dependent as well as time-dependent. And
it can be estimated by some statistical methods [26] with the
help of the data collected by SBSs. In order to better reflect
the time-dependent characteristics, we use t to represent a
specific time slot, where t ≥ 1. And without loss of generality,
we assume the length of a time slot is an hour.1 We use
u t (x) to denote the average user density at the t t h hour at
location x, where x is a two dimensional vector in space.
1 One hour’s length is a reasonable choice for caching replacement, because
one hour can be precise enough to describe the overall variation of user density
and content popularity. Although shorter time slot might be a better choice,
the key point of our paper is not to choose the best time slot but to solve the
problem with a given length of time slot.
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Thus, the average user number at the t t h hour in the region  j
can be given by

t
Uj =
u t (x)d x.
(1)

t,i
is proportional to U t,i ,
the delay of its downlink θdown
i.e., the number of user that SBSi covers.2 So we have
t
t
= β1 · Usum
,
θback

j

The average user number at the t t h hour under SBSi is
 
U t,i =
u t (x)d x.
j |i∈F j

j

(2)

And similarly, the total user number at the t t h hour can be
calculated as:
J 

t
=
u t (x)d x.
(3)
Usum
j =1

t,i
θdown

We assume that SPs possess different sets of contents, and
the contents may have different sizes. The k t h content of SPl is
denoted by Cl,k , and the size of Cl,k is denoted by Sl,k , where
1 ≤ k ≤ K l and K l is the number of contents possessed
by SPl . At the t t h hour, the possibility of Cl,k being requested
by each single user is described by its popularity, denoted
t . And we also have
by φl,k

t
t
=
φl,k
,
(4)
φsum

(5)
(6)

For a specific user that covered by several SBSs, it will
choose a SBS with the lowest delay to download its desired
content (since the content may only be cached in a few of
these SBSs). In the “choosing” procedure, additional delay
may be induced, and we assume this kind of delay depends
on the number of available SBSs for the user. And we give
the following definition:
j

θc = β3 · |F j |,

j

C. Contents of SPs

= β2 · U .
t,i

(7)

where |F j | is the number of SBSs by which  j is covered. The
more SBSs cover a user, the more time will be spent to choose
the best downloading SBS. And we call θct as “choosing delay”
later in our paper.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND A NALYSIS
In this section, we first formulate the problem and provide
the objective function, then analyse the impact of three system parameters, which are the total number of the contents,
the average storage capacity of SBSs, and the overlapping
percentage.

l,k
t
φsum

where
is not necessary to be normalized to one, since
each user can request several contents in an hour. A greater
t
implies more requests from users in an hour. Note that
φsum
the trend of the variation of content popularity can also be
predicted with some learning mechanisms [27].
Since contents can be divided into sequential blocks for
caching, we use Cl,k,n to denote the n t h block of Cl,k , and
Sl,k,n to denote the size of it, where 1 ≤ n ≤ Nl,k , and
Nl,k is the number of blocks that Cl,k is divided. Note that this
content division procedure does not change users’ requesting
probability, therefore, all the blocks from the same original
content Cl,k have the same possibility to be requested, i.e., they
t . Also notice that if one block
share the same popularity φl,k
is being requested, other blocks from the same content are
also being requested at the same time, thus their requesting
possibility is inter-dependent.
D. Traffic Latency
If the content requested by a certain user is cached in
one of his nearby SBSs, then the request can be served by
this SBS, which leads to a lower delay. Otherwise, one of
the nearby SBSs can serve the user by setting up backhaul
connections to the core network and downloading the content
from the server. Therefore, the delay model of backhaul-link
(from SBSs to SPs) and the delay model of downlink (from
SBSs to users) should be constructed.
t
is
Here, we assume that the delay of backhaul-link θback
t , since the load of both the backhaul
proportional to Usum
network and the core network mainly depends on the total
number of connected users. And for SBSi , we assume that

A. Problem Formulation
We first use  to denote the allocation matrix, the definition
of its elements is given below:

1, if Cl,k,n is cached in SBSi at t,
t,i
(8)
=
γl,k,n
0, if Cl,k,n is not cached in SBSi at t.
For a user in the region  j , if he requests Cl,k at t, the
delay can be calculated as:
t, j

θl,k =

Nl,k



Sl,k,n
j
t,i
t,i
t
min θdown
+ (1 − γl,k,n
)θback
+ θc ,
Sl,k i|i∈F j
n=1

(9)
where

Sl,k,n
Sl,k

is the weight of the n t h block of Cl,k , and the

average delay of requesting a specific content should be the
weighted summation of the delay of requesting its blocks
(which conforms to user experience).
Our main objective is to minimize the average delay of
content requests from users at each hour by properly designing
the allocation of caching storages. Based on (1), (3), (4)
and (9), the average delay at the t t h hour can be written as:
 t, j
1
t
D(t) = t
θl,k · U tj · φl,k
.
(10)
t
φsum Usum
l,k, j

2 Based on the result of [28], the transmission delay is mainly influenced
by the number of connected users, and this relationship can be approximately
regarded as a linear one. On the other hand, a specific user in the overlapping
area of two SBSs can contribute incremental delay to both SBSs, no matter
which SBS it is connected to. This is because SBSs may use the same
bandwidth and this user takes up a specific channel of both SBSs. Therefore,
t,i
= β2 · U t,i is a reasonable formulation.
θdown
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Finally, we give the objective function and its constraint as:
min D(t), ∀t,

 t,i
s.t.
γl,k,n · Sl,k,n ≤ Hi , ∀i, ∀t.

B. Theoretical Analysis of System Parameters
In this subsection, we analyse some of the parameters which
can affect the performance of the system at each certain hour.
Since the competition for limited caching storages among SPs
is the core issue, the total number of the contents to be cached
and the storage capacity of SBSs are the two most concerns.
Besides, the degree of overlapping among SBSs can also
affect the outcome, which was never quantitatively discussed
in early works. Therefore, we analyse three parameters here:
the total number of the contents, denoted by K ; the average
storage capacity of SBSs, denoted by H ; and the overlapping
percentage, denoted by O. We define them as:
Kl ,

D  (t) =

(12)

This problem is hard to optimize, even a much simpler
version of this problem given in [15] is also proved to be
NP-hard by reducing to a k-Disjoint Set Cover Problem [29].
The mechanism given in Section III is a sub-optimal solution
based on optimizing a sequence of sub-problems.

L


of content popularity are fixed. The new caching result makes
the average delay change in the form as below:

(11)

l,k,n

K =
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H =

D  (t, C  ) : D  (t, C ) = |C  | : |C | = x.

I,

(14)

i=1

O =

I


Ai − At ot al



At ot al ,

(15)

i=1

where Ai is the area of the coverage region of SBSi , and At ot al
is the total area of SBSs’
 I coverage regions. Due to the overlap
Ai ≥ At ot al , which means O ≥ 0.
of SBSs, we have i=1
The system performance is mainly reflected and measured
by the average delay given in (10). Here, we provide three
propositions on the influence of these parameters and proof
them respectively.
Proposition 1: With a certain distribution of user density
and content popularity, the total number of the contents K
has a positive correlation with the average delay D(t).
Proof: Suppose that there are initially K contents in the
system and we denote the set of these content as C . The
average delay can be calculated after allocation, and we have
D(t) =



1
t, j
t
θl,k U tj φl,k
t
t
φsum Usum
l,k, j

=

1
t Ut
φsum
sum

D(t, C ),
(16)

where D(t, C ) represents the un-normalized total delay of
requesting contents in C .
When additional set of contents C  with the same popularity
distribution is added, supposing |C  | = K  = x K and x > 0,
t
t , because the distribution
we can provide φsum
= (1 + x)φsum

(17)

(18)

Based on the expressions above, we can deduce that
1
t U t
φsum
sum
1
= t
t
φsum Usum
1
> t
t
φsum Usum
1
= t
t
φsum Usum

D  (t) =

(13)


Hi

· D  (t, C ) + D  (t, C  )

where the D  (t, C ) represents the un-normalized total delay
of requesting original contents, and D  (t, C  ) represents the
un-normalized total delay of requesting newly added contents.
Due to the competition brought by additional contents, some
of the original contents are evicted from the caching storage,
which leads to D(t, C ) < D  (t, C ). And due to the same
popularity distribution of C and C  , the proportion that contents
from C are cached and the proportion that contents from C  are
cached are similar. Since D(t, C ) is the un-normalized delay,
we have

l=1
I


1
t U t
φsum
sum

· D  (t, C ) + D  (t, C  )
· (1 + x) · D  (t, C )
· (1 + x) · D(t, C )
· D(t, C ) = D(t).

This result can also be intuitively comprehended that the
increase in content number leads to the decrease in caching
percentage, making the caching system less efficient.
Proposition 2: With fixed distributions of users, SBSs and
content popularity, supposing that the storage capacities of
SBSs are the same, then average storage capacity H has a
negative correlation with average delay D(t).
Proof: Assume that the average delay with storage capacity H is D(t), and the average delay with storage capacity
H  is D  (t), where H  > H . Since the caching result of H 
can be derived from the given caching result of H , additional
contents can be added to the caching storages, which directly
t, j 
t, j
makes θl,k ≤ θl,k . Note that at least one set of l, k leads to
t, j 

θl,k < θl,k , thus we have D  (t) < D(t).
Unlike the analysis on number of contents or storage
capacity, the influence of overlapping is abstruse due to the
complicated geographic distribution of SBSs. We have to first
assume that SBSs with fixed coverage radius are uniformly
distributed in a cellular grid, where we control the overlapping
percentage by making the cellular grid denser or sparser.
An illustration is shown in Fig. 3. To further simplify the
problem to be analyzed, we only consider a special case where
the parameter β3 in the equation (7) equals to zero, i.e., the
choosing delay is ignored.
Proposition 3: In an approximately infinite cellular grid
where SBSs with fixed coverage radius are uniformly distributed, given the constraint that 1) users density is uniform,
2) no coverage regions of four or more SBSs exist, and
3) the choosing delay can be ignored, the average delay based
t, j
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Fig. 3. A top view of the overlapping regions of SBSs with radius R. The
distance√of two adjacent SBSs is 2Rc where c is the compress factor. We let
c ∈ [1/ 3, 1] to make sure that overlapping regions of four or more SBSs
don’t exist.

on a fixed caching result decreases when the overlapping
percentage increases.
Proof: The detailed proof of this proposition is given in
the Appendix.
These three propositions can be verified by our simulation
results provided in section V. From the theoretical analysis
above, we can have a rough idea of how well the caching can
benefit the system under different circumstances. Although the
total number of contents are not under control in a real world,
we can still achieve a better result by enlarging the storage
capacity of SBSs. Besides, the performance can be improved
if the overlapping percentage of SBSs is greater, as long as
the choosing delay is ignorable.

Algorithm 1 The Proposed Auction-Based Caching
Mechanism
begin
MNOs announce the standard caching size S;
Auctions setup at t = 1;
while true do
Each SP transforms its own contents to form
multiple S-sized content blocks;
for j is from 1 to max{Hi /S} do
i

The j t h storage blocks in all SBSs are regarded
as objects;
SPs estimate the utility of caching each of their
content blocks to each of SBSs;
Create the valuation matrix based on current
allocations and additional prices;
Run the market matching algorithm to complete
one single multi-object auction;
end
Let t = t + 1, continue to determine the caching
result in the next hour;
end
end

IV. AUCTION M ECHANISM D ESIGN
In this section, we propose an auction-based mechanism to
solve the caching problem. In this mechanism, the caching
scheme for each hour is determined by a series of multiobject auctions, where the objects are the storages of SBSs
that owned by MNOs, and the bidders are the SPs who
possess different sets of contents. Since the contents have
different sizes, it is difficult to apply auctions directly based
on the original contents. Therefore, MNOs should announce
a standard caching size S in the auctions. With this standard,
the storages of SBSs are divided into multiple blocks with
size of S, and the contents of each SP are transformed into
S-sized independent content blocks. In addition, we also
propose additional prices are charged to properly reduce the
frequency of content replacement between hours.
For the rest of this section, we first provide the setup of
multi-object auctions at each hour, then introduce the market
matching algorithm for each auction, and finally we discuss
some properties of our mechanism. The whole procedure of
our mechanism is shown in Algorithm 1.
A. Multi-Object Auction Setup
In this subsection, we first provide a method of transforming
contents into equal-sized content blocks, then demonstrate the
auctions at each hour and the valuations without additional
prices, and finally take addition prices into account and provide
the final valuations.
1) Transforming Contents Into Equal-Sized Content Blocks:
Since the caching problem we’ve formulated is similar to the
classical knapsack problem [30], the transforming procedure
that we propose is inspired by one of the greedy algorithm.

Fig. 4. The method of transforming random-sized original contents of a
certain SP into equal-sized independent content blocks.

For a given SP, we sort all of its contents in the descending
order of popularity to size ratio, and put them together to form
a one-dimensional long “data ribbon”, as shown in Fig. 4. And
based on the given standard caching size S, we cut this “data
ribbon” from the left side into multiple S-sized content blocks.
Here we ignore the minor problem that whether the length of
the “data ribbon” can be divisible by S, since the most right
side usually consists of low-popularity contents and they have
little impact to the caching performance.
Due to the huge number of contents in reality, we recommend that S is set greater than the largest original content, in
which way the computational complexity can be reduced to
some extent. And as a result, each content is divided into no
more than two content blocks. Notice that the newly formed
content blocks are independent from each other, which means
that no two content blocks share a common slice of data.
t to denote the r t h content block of SP
Here, we use Bl,r
l
t can be calculated
t
h
at the t hour.
And
the
popularity
of
B
l,r
 t
t
t
t
as ϕl,r
=
ηl,r,k · φl,k
, where 0 ≤ ηl,r,k
≤ 1, representing
k

the percentage that the original content Cl,k is contained in
t . This equation is essentially to linearly
the content block Bl,r
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Fig. 5. The mechanism for each hour’s caching, where a dashed circle
indicates the coverage region of a SBS.

add up the weighted popularity of the contained contents,
which conforms to the linear additive formulation given in
equation (9).
In the multi-object auctions, we only consider the content
t,i
to
blocks as the whole caching objects, and we use γl,r
represent the allocation matrix of content blocks. Note that
t,i
this denotation differs from γl,k,n
in equation (8), which stands
for the allocation of original contents.
2) A Serial of Multi-Object Auctions for Each Hour: The
caching problem for each hour is solved by holding a serial
of multi-object auctions. Specifically, we auction for max{ HSi }
times, where the j t h memory block in all the SBSs are
auctioned off in the j t h auction. This process is essentially
to auction the storages of all SBSs concurrently with multiple
steps, as shown in Fig. 5. In each multi-object auction, SPs
play the roles of bidders and storages of SBSs play the roles
of objects. After the each auction, each SP obtains a certain
amount of caching spaces in each SBSs. Then each SP can
place its contents into SBSs according to the caching result
(can be done automatically by its server).
However, before each auction, SPs have to estimate the
utility of caching each of their content blocks to each of the
SBSs and bid for them. Based on equations (9) and (10),
we give the expression to calculate the marginal utility of
caching each content block into each SBS during the auction
procedure as:

t, j
t,i
t
=
− θl,r · U tj · ϕl,r
,
(19)
Vl,r
j |i∈ A j
t, j
θl,r

where −
is the average decrease of latency for the users
t .
in  j requesting contents in Bl,r
3) Additional Prices for Content Replacement Between
Hours: Since content popularity and user density are time
variant, caching results in different hours may differ a lot.
When a SBS changes its caching contents, additional instantaneous traffic load burdens the backhaul. Regardless the specific
technique to replace or pre-cache contents, we define λt as
the replacement percentage at the t t h hour to indicate this
additional load, given by
I
1 1 
t,i
t,i
λ =
S · (1 − εl,r
) · γl,r
,
I
Bi
t

i=1

(20)

l,r

t,i
t that was
where εl,r
represents the percentage of data in Bl,r
t
cached in SBSi at t − 1. Therefore, λ shows the average
percentage of the storages of SBSs that are replaced.
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In order to reduce λt , additional prices are charged for
replacing the original contents if the new ones weren’t cached
in this SBS in the last hour. Here, we design the additional
t,i
t,i
t
= ω · (1 − εl,r
) · θback
, which indicates heavier
price as pl,r
traffic needs higher additional prices to limit the replacement
percentage. And the constant ω is defined as additional price
coefficient.
The introduction of additional price results in an adjustment
t , the valuation is
to the valuations given above. For Bl,r
t,i
t,i
t obtains
calculated by Vl,r − pl,r . This is because once Bl,r
t,i
because
the caching storage in SBSi , it will further pay pl,r
of additional price.
To simplify the denotations later in this section, we use Cn
to represent the n t h content block (among all the content
blocks from all the SPs), where 1 ≤ n ≤ N, and use Dm
to represent the m t h storage block (i.e., the storage block
that provided by SBSm ), where 1 ≤ m ≤ M. The valuation
of Cn for Dm is denoted by v n,m , which can be calculated
t,i
t,i
and pl,r
, given by
by the corresponding expression of Vl,r
t,i
t,i
v n,m = Vl,r − pl,r .

B. Market Matching Algorithm
To solve a single multi-object auction, we provide the
market matching algorithm, which is originated from [25] and
is able to match the content blocks and the storage blocks with
maximum total utility.3 For writing simplicity, we use the word
“content” instead of “content block” and use “storage” instead
of “storage block” in the rest of this subsection.
To be brief, this algorithm takes the valuations as the input,
uses bipartite graph to get a perfect matching between contents
and storages,4 and outputs the allocation results and the prices
of storages. This algorithm can be described by 7 steps as
follows. Step 1 and Step 2 introduce the initialization process,
Step 3 to Step 6 provide the iteration process to find a perfect
matching between contents and storages, and Step 7 provides
the outcome of the algorithm.
Step 1: Given N contents and M storages (N > M), add
N − M virtual storages.
This step is to equalize the number of contents and the
number of storages, which is a necessary condition for the
following steps. Due to the unworthiness of virtual storages,
the valuations of them are confined as zero and the contents
that obtains a virtual objects actually obtains nothing. And
for clearer writing, we assume N = M later in the algorithm
introduction.
3 The original algorithm satisfies the VCG principle [31], where bidders’
best strategy is to bid truthfully. However, here we regard each content as
the corresponding bidder. Since different contents may belong to the same
SP, “truth-telling” cannot be proved to be the best strategy. But we are able
to prove that: 1) If a SP doesn’t know the valuations of others, then the
average utility is excepted to decrease when it randomly varies its bids from
the true valuations. 2) If a SP knows the valuations of others, the only better
strategy is to decrease some of its bids, with the constraint of not affecting
the auction results. Anyway, the caching efficiency will not be degraded, and
it’s reasonable to adopt “truthful bidding” in our mechanism.
4 Since the algorithm is based on matching, one content cannot get more than
one storage in each auction. Therefore a problem may arise if I > min{Hi },
i.e., a content with great popularity is unable to be cached in every SBSs.
Hence, we assume I ≤ min{Hi }, which can be satisfied in most real-world
situations because the storages are usually large enough.
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Step 2: Initialize the prices of all storages as zero,
i.e., pm = 0, ∀m ∈ [1, M].
The price of a storage represents the money that has to be
paid by the SP whose content obtains this storage. And these
prices will gradually increase in the process of the algorithm.
Definition 1: In a bipartite graph where a set of content
nodes C is connected to a set of storage nodes D, the edge
between Cn and Dm exists if and only if (v n,m − pm ) is the
largest for any m with a fixed n, then the bipartite graph is
called a preferred-storage graph.
Step 3: Based on the valuations and the prices, a preferredstorage graph can be built. To put it simple, the preferredstorage graph shows which are the most preferred storages of
each content. For Cn , if the profit of acquiring Dm is highest,
then there will be an edge between Cn and Dm . Note that for
each content, there may be serval most preferred storages.
Definition 2: Given a graph G = (V, E), a matching is a
subset edges of E such that no two edges in this subset share
a same vertex.
Definition 3: Given a graph and a matching of it, an alternating path is a serial of consecutively connected edges such
that these edges are alternately contained or not contained in
the matching. And an alternating path is an augmenting path
if and only if the two end-vertices in the alternating path are
unmatched.
Step 4: In the preferred-storage graph, we use augmenting
paths to expand the matching until no augmenting paths can
be found.
The classical breadth-first-search (BFS) algorithm [32] is
applied to find augmenting paths started from any of an
unmatched content node. Given a matching M and a certain
augmenting path, we denoted all the edges in the augmenting
path as E. The edges both in E and M are denoted as E1 , and
the edges in E but not in M are denoted as E2 . By adding
E2 to the matching and deleting E1 from the matching, a
greater matching can be formed, because |E2 | = |E1 | + 1. The
matching achieves maximum when there are no augmenting
paths can be found.
Step 5: Based on the matching in the last step, if all the
nodes are matched, i.e., the maximum matching is a perfect
matching, then jump to the step 7. Otherwise, a constricted
set can be found, which forbids us to get a perfect matching.
The constricted set is defined as below:
Definition 4: In a preferred-storage graph, given C  as a
subset of the content nodes, denote the directly connected
storage nodes as set D  . If |C  | > |D  |, then {C  , D  } forms
a constricted set.
Intuitively, the constricted set cannot form a perfect matching in itself because the number of storages is larger. Therefore, the whole bipartite graph fails to form a perfect matching
if a constricted set is contained. Reference [33] shows that the
equivalence condition of a bipartite graph having a perfect
matching is that there are no constricted sets. The process of
searching for a constricted set is simple. When the algorithm
fails to find an augmenting path during BFS, the nodes that
being visited by BFS automatically form a constricted set [33].
Two examples of perfect matching and constricted set are
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Two preferred-storage graphs. The left one has a perfect matching,
while the right one is confined by a constricted set shown in the dashed box.

Algorithm 2 Market Matching Algorithm for Each
Multi-Object Auction
Input: Valuation matrix VN×M (N: contents, M:
storages, N > M).
Output: Allocation matrix  N×M and price vector PM .
begin
Expand the valuation matrix from VN×M to VN×N
with zeros (add virtual storages);
Initialize the price vector PN as zero;
while true do
Build a preferred-storage graph G(C , D, E) based
on VN×N and PN ;
Find a maximum matching M in this
preferred-storage graph;
if M is a perfect matching then
Break the while loop;
else
Find a constricted set (C  , D  ) in G(C , D, E);
Find the minimum price δp, which can
change G once added to storages in D  ;
Let pn = pn + δp for all Dn ∈ D  ;
Let pn = pn − min { pn } for all 1 ≤ n ≤ N;
end
end
The matrix  N×M shows the caching result;
end
Step 6: Once a constricted set {C  , D  } is found, the algorithm raises the prices of storages in D  uniformly, until at
least one content changes its preferred-storages so that a new
preferred-storage graph can be built. If min{ pm = δ > 0},
let pm = pm − δ for all m. This step is necessary to keep
the price as the lowest market-clearing price to obey the VCG
principle [31]. After that, the algorithm goes back to step 3
and continues to build a new preferred-storage graph.
Step 7: The algorithm ends. The matching shows the allocation between contents and storages, and the price vector
represents the final trading prices.
As a summary, an overview of the whole algorithm is given
in Algorithm 2.
C. Properties of the Mechanism
In this subsection, we first discuss the influence of additional
prices, then prove the convergence of the algorithm, and finally
calculate its complexity.
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TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 7. Two SBSs-distribution settings. The left figure shows an example of
the uniformly randomly generated distribution of 20 SBSs. The right figure
shows a fixed uniform distribution of 24 SBSs.

1) Influence of Additional Prices: The proposal of additional prices is able to limit the frequency of content replacement, especially at busy hours. Although the advantage of
setting additional prices is non-trivial as shown in section V,
the disadvantage still exists. When ω is too high, the caching
result may not change between adjacent hours, which leads to
an inefficient performance due to the time-dependent content
popularity and user density. Therefore, choosing proper ω for
the system is actually a tradeoff between the load of content
replacement and the effectiveness of caching within each hour.
2) Convergence of the Market Matching Algorithm:
Proposition 4: Given that the valuations are presented by
decimals with finite precision and finite upper-bound, the
algorithm has convergence.
Proof: We define the content’s potential profit, Pcn as the
maximum profit that content Cn can currently obtain from
any one of the storages, and define the storage’s potential
profit Psm as the price of the storage Dm . The sum of all
the potential profit of contents and storages Psum represents
the current maximum possible social welfare. Note that the
existence of constricted set {C  , D  } makes it unable to satisfy
all the Cn ∈ C  obtaining their profits, so Psum may be
beg
exaggerated. At the beginning of the algorithm, Psum ≥ 0
n
m
because Pc ≥ 0 and Ps ≥ 0 for any n and m. And at the
end ≤ P beg because
end of the algorithm, we have 0 ≤ Psum
sum
a possible social welfare is lower than an exaggerated one.
In the algorithm, once the minimum price is above zero, we
reduce the prices of all storages. This step doesn’t change Psum
because N = M and the total decrease of Psm equals to that
of Pcm . But when to raise the prices of storages in a constricted
set {C  , D  }, Psum decreases by P because |C  | > |D  |. Since
beg
end is finite, P
P > 0 and ≤ Psum − Psum
sum can finally decrease
end
to Psum after certain amounts of iterations.
3) Complexity of the Market Matching Algorithm: The
proof of its convergence shows that the complexity of this

Fig. 8. Average delay profile in one day, where O = 54%, K = 10000,
H = 1000G B, β3 = 0ms and ω = 0.

Fig. 9.
Average delay D verses
K = 20000, 15000, 10000, respectively.

storage

capacity

H , with

algorithm depends on the precision of valuations. We define
the quantification accuracy as α = V /D, where V is the
maximum possible valuation and D is the minimum division
of valuations. For the case that maximum possible valuation
is 100 and minimum division of value is 0.1, we have
α = 1000.
Proposition 5: Given N as the total number of content
blocks, the complexity of the market matching algorithm
is O(α N 4 ).
Proof: The algorithm requires no more than α · N times
end ≤
of iterations to get a perfect matching, since 0 ≤ Psum
beg
Psum ≤ V N and P ≥ D. At the beginning of each iteration,
a preferred-storage graph is constructed in the complexity
of O(N 2 ). Then, less than N times of BFS are executed,
which takes O(N 3 ). Finally, a constricted set is found and
prices are changed in O(N 2 ). Therefore, the algorithm takes
O(N 3 ) in each iteration, implying that the whole algorithm
is O(α N 4 ).
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Average delay D of different caching stratergies verses overlapping percentage O, where β3 = 0ms, 200ms, 400ms, respectively.

As shown in our simulations, the practical complexity of
this algorithm is not as high as O(α N 4 ). Moreover, we can set
the standard caching size S greater, to adapt to the enormous
number of contents.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we simulate the performance of the proposed
mechanism, the impact of system parameters, and the influence
of the quantification accuracy. The simulation parameters are
set in the first subsection, the simulation results and discussions are provided in the second subsection.

Fig. 11. Average delay D verses overlapping percentage O, for uniformly
distributed and randomly distributed SBSs.

A. Simulation Parameters
Without loss of generality, we set Hi = H for all 1 ≤ i ≤ I .
According to [34], the traffic loads in different days have the
similar profile, so we set the variation of average user density
u(t) in a similar way, as shown in Table I. At each hour, the
user density of each region conforms to Poisson distribution
with mean value of u(t).
Since the popularity of Cl,kx is time-dependent, we assume
that it has a similar time-evolutionary profile with the lognormal probability density function. This assumption accords
with the study of [35] in characterizing the slow fading popularity of contents from time domain. And it also guarantees
that the popularity distribution of large amount of contents at
any given time conforms to Zipf-like distribution [36]. The
log-normal probability density function is given by
⎧


1
−(ln x − μ)2
⎨
√
exp
, x > 0,
(21)
f (x) =
2σ 2
⎩ 2π σ x
0,
x ≤ 0,
where the parameter μ and σ can be properly selected. Note
that the maximum popularity and lifespan of different contents
can be distinct from each other, therefore, we add extra
t = a f ( t −t0 ), where a
parameters to the original function as φl,k
b
determines the maximum popularity, b represents the lifespan,
and t0 is the time when Cl,k is uploaded.
The SBSs are set in two different ways, as shown in Fig. 7,
the random distribution and the uniform distribution. Here, we
make sure that no more than three SBSs overlaps with each
other, which is both for reality and simplicity.5
5 The goal of deploying SBSs is to provide higher data transmission rate
and larger coverage area, so it is unwise to put too many SBSs within a small
region. In addition, the property we discussed in Proposition 3 intuitively has
the same trend when we extend the area of overlapping from 3 to four or
more, thus this constraint does not lose any generality.

Fig. 12.
The influence of additional price coefficient ω on average
replacement percentage λ and average delay D.

Table I shows a more detailed list of parameters, where
U[P, Q] means that the probability density is uniformly
distributed from P to Q.
B. Simulation Results and Discussions
We first simulate a one-day situation to show how the
average delay changes in a day, as given in Fig. 8, where
O = 54%, K = 10000, H = 1000G B, β3 = 0ms, and ω = 0.
The uppermost curve shows how the average delay changes
during a day without caching according to the predefined
values in Table I. And the other three curves shows the average
delay with different caching strategies. Highest popularity
means caching the most popular contents in each SBS. Greedy
caching comes from the algorithm proposed in [15], which
allocates only one content block in each round (while our algorithm allocates I content blocks in each round). The outcome
of our mechanism and that of the greedy caching algorithm are
quite similar, and both surpass Highest popularity. Although
the performance of our mechanism and that of Greedy caching
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Fig. 13. The influence of quantization accuracy α on average iteration times η and average delay ratio D, with K = 10000 and K = 20000, respectively,
where O = 34%, B = 100.

are similar, much less rounds of allocation are needed with
our mechanism, which implies that we can reduce the costs
brought by communications among SPs and MNOs (since
synchronization among them and submission of valuations are
needed in each auction). Therefore, we can conclude that our
mechanism is a suitable solution for small-cell caching.
The impact of H and K is shown in Fig. 9, where
we set O = 54%, β3 = 0ms, ω = 0, and let K =
20000, 15000, 10000 respectively. Here we use Dto denote
24
1
the average delay in 24 hours, given by D = 24
t =1 D(t),
where D(t) is the average delay of each hour. In this figure, we
can see that when H gets greater, D decreases but the change
rate of D decreases as well. So the same amount of storage
makes greater difference in a low-capacity situation. It can also
be observed that a greater number of contents K makes it more
difficult to achieve low latency. Therefore, the simulation on
the impact of K and H agrees with Propositions 1 and 2 in
Section III.
The impact of O is shown in Fig. 10, where H = 1000G B,
K = 10000, and β3 = 0ms, 200ms, 400ms, respectively. Here
we control O of uniformly distributed SBSs by multiplying
the coordinates of SBSs with a constant, which is detailedly
described in the Appendix. From all of the three subplots, we
can see that the advantage of our mechanism over highest
popularity becomes greater if O is higher. In Fig. 10 (a),
where the choosing delay β3 is ignorable, we find that D
decreases with O, which agrees with Proposition 3. However,
in Fig. 10 (b), where β3 is set as 200ms, the curve of D is
becomes flat. And finally in Fig. 10 (c), where β3 = 400ms,
the correlation of O and D changes to positive instead of
negative. These results imply that, the delay in overlapping
regions can make a great difference on the average outcome.
The caching efficiency can be further improved if we can
shorten the “SBS choosing” procedure of mobile users in a
practical cellular system.
In Fig. 11, we also provide the influence of O in the
case of randomly distributed SBSs, with β3 = 0. Since the
number of possible random distributions of SBSs is infinite,
and the distributions of SBSs and O have no one-to-one
correspondence, we use the uniformly distributed SBSs as the
benchmark to observe the outcome of randomly distributed
SBSs. Here, 100 random cases are generated, and the results
are presented by the star points on the figure. It can be
observed that, for a certain O, the caching performance is

not fixed. But roughly speaking, the correlation of O and D is
similar to that of the uniform distribution, and the correlation
coefficient in this simulation is around −0.8. We can also
conclude that the floating range of D depends on O: A greater
O brings D more uncertainty. And since the line of uniformly
distributed SBSs separates most of the star points to the
upward side, we can regard the uniform distribution as an
effective way to deploy SBSs.
Then,
 wet analyse the impact of ω, where we define
λ = 24
t =1 λ . In Fig. 12, the relation of ω and λ as well as the
relation of ω and D are given respectively, with H = 1000G B,
N = 10000 and O = 54%. It indicates that a higher additional
price coefficient leads to a lower replacement percentage, but
results in a higher average delay. When ω < 2, λ decreases
sharply but D increases slowly. This implies that a proper
choice of ω can greatly reduce the load brought by content
replacement, with only a trivial cost of average delay.
Finally, we analyse the influence of quantification accuracy α, on the time complexity of the algorithm and on
the average delay of caching. Fig. 13 (a) shows the average
running time (by seconds) of the market matching algorithm
to complete each round of auction, where two curves with
K = 10000 and K = 20000 are given. And in Fig. 13 (b),
we count the average iteration number T of this algorithm,
i.e., the times of rebuilding preferred-storage graphs to achieve
perfect matching. It can be observed that, α does not contribute
to T linearly as the theoretical analysis given by Proposition 5
(T = O(α N)). What’s more, the curve of K = 20000 is
even below the curve of K = 10000, which indicates that
T = O(α N) is an over estimated upper bound. Thus, the
practical complexity of running this algorithm can be far below
O(α N 4 ). To give another aspect of the impact of α, Fig. 13. (c)
shows how α influences the system performance. It can be
observed that when α > 10, the two curves become almost
flat and converged to certain values. Therefore, this algorithm
can guarantee its efficiency even the quantification accuracy
is not high enough, which can further reduce the practical
complexity of executing the algorithm.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed that caching can be applied as
a service provided by SPs in mobile networks. We focused
on the small-cell caching scenario and formulate the caching
problem as how to minimize the average delay in consideration
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of the competition among SPs for caching storages. In the
theoretical analysis, we found that average delay has a positive
correlation with total content number and a negative correlation with average storage capacity. In addition, overlapping
percentage can also benefit the performance, as long as the
choosing delay can be ignored. To solve the caching problem,
we designed a mechanism that based on multi-object auctions,
where the convergence of the algorithm can be guaranteed
as long as the valuations are presented with finite precision.
Simulation results testified the theoretical analysis and also
showed that our solution leads to a better system performance,
e.g., the average delay is reduced by 50% when K = 10000,
H = 1000G B, O = 54%. With a suitable setting of additional
price, our mechanism can greatly reduce the load brought by
content replacement. Moreover, the practical time complexity
of executing the algorithm was revealed to be far below the
theoretical upper bound.
A PPENDIX
Proposition 3: In an approximately infinite cellular grid
where SBSs with fixed coverage radius are uniformly distributed, given the constraint that 1) user density is uniform,
2) no coverage regions of four or more SBSs exist, and
3) the choosing delay can be ignored, the average delay based
on a fixed caching result decreases when the overlapping
percentage increases.
Proof: We assume that the coverage radius of a SBS is R
and the distance of two adjacent SBSs is 2Rc, where c is
the compress factor which has a negative correlation with the
overlapping percentage O. A smaller c indicates a smaller
cellular grid and results in a greater O. To satisfy the constraint
that
√ no coverage regions of four or more SBSs exist, we let
1/ 3 < c < 1. In the rest part of this proof, we discuss the
influence of c instead of the influence of O.
Based on equation (5) and the assumption that user density
t
is only proportional to the area of the total
is uniform, θback
coverage region of SBSs.
√ When the parameter ct gradually
is also
decreases from 1 to 1/ 3, we can deduce that θback
t
decreased. Therefore, θback
has a positive correlation with c,
t
t
as θback
(c) to express this inter-dependent
and we rewrite θback
character, where we have
t
√
∂θback
(c)
> 0, 1/ 3 < c < 1.
∂c

(22)

t
The average delay can be seen as the function of θback
(c)
and c, given by
√
 t

D(t) = D θback
(c), c , 1/ 3 < c < 1.
(23)

Based on equations (9) and (10), we can give that

 t
√
(c), c
∂ D θback
(24)
≥ 0, 1/ 3 < c < 1.
t
∂θback (c)
√
t
For any 1/ 3 < c1 < c2 < 1, we can get θback
(c1 ) <
t
t
θback (c2 ) by using inequality (22) and get D θback (c1 ), c1 ≤
 t

D θback
using inequality
(c2 ), c1 by further
 t
 t (24). If we
 had
(c2 ), c1 ≤ D θback
(c2 ),
c
the condition that D θback
 2 , then
t
t
(c1 ), c1 ≤ D θback
(c2 ), c2 could be
the conclusion D θback

obtained and we would have found the monotonicity between
D(t) and c. Therefore, in the rest part of this section, we
t
, there is a positive correlation
prove that, with constant θback
between c and D(t).
Based on equation (6) and the assumption of uniform
t, j
user density, we can see that θdown doesn’t change with c.
t
Along with the condition of fixed θback
and the condition that
choosing delay is zero, based on equation (9), we conclude
that the delay of requesting a certain content is a fixed
value, independent of the location of users. Since the caching
allocation is also fixed, the only thing that influences D(t) is
the coverage percentage of any subset of SBSs in the whole
region. Therefore we focus on how As /At changes with c,
where As is the area of a subset of SBSs and At is the total
area of all SBSs.
To simplify the expressions of As and At , we introduce
another variable θ , where c = cos θ and θ ∈ (0, arccos √1 ).
3
Note that ∂c/∂θ < 0 in its definition domain. So our objective
is to prove ∂(As /At )/∂θ > 0, which can also be denoted
as f  (θ ) > 0, where f (θ ) = As /At is the area percentage
function.
As the demonstration of the top view shown in the Fig. 3,
we need to consider two different situations in the definition
domain of θ . The first one only involves 2-overlapping regions
where 0 < θ < π6 , while the other one involves both
2-overlapping regions and 3-overlapping regions at the same
time where π6 < θ < arccos √1 . For better reading, we denote
arccos √1 as θu .

3

3

We denote the area of the coverage region of one SBS
as A1 , the area of 2-overlapping region as A2 , and the area of
3-overlapping region as A3 . Their expressions can be simplified as:
A1 = π R 2 , θ ∈ (0, θu ),
A2 = 2R 2 (θ − cos θ sin θ ), θ ∈ (0, θu ),
⎧
θ ∈ (0, π6 ),
⎨ 0,
√ 2
π
2
2
2
A3 = 3R (θ − 6 ) + 3R cos θ − 3R sin θ cos θ,
⎩
θ ∈ ( π6 , θu ).
Now we use A1 , A2 , and A3 to express As and At . For At
as the total area, we assume that the number of hexagons in
the cellular grid is approximately infinite so that the influence
of its boundary can be ignored. To get the proportion of the
numbers of A1 , A2 , and A3 , we find a minimum repeated unit
in the infinite grid. This process is the same as finding a cell in
the molecular structure of graphite, leading A1 :A2 :A3 = 1:3:2.
Thus we have
At = Mt · (A1 − 3 A2 + 2 A3 ),
where Mt is a large integer to represent the total number of
SBSs. In this way, At is expressed by its equivalent average
coverage area of a single SBS.
For As as the area of a subset of SBSs, the proportions
of A2 , and A3 in As is less than those in At , because hexagons
at the boundary have less overlapping regions. Hence, we have
As = Ms · (A1 − x A2 + y A3),
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Since y < 2 and θ ∈ (0, π/2), based on the equation (26),
we finally have f  (θ ) > 0.
Conclusion: In both cases the area percentage function f (θ )
has a positive correlation with θ respectively. When θ = π6 ,
S3 remains its continuality, implying that f (θ ) is continuous.
Thus f (θ ) increases with θ in (0, arccos √1 ). Therefore, the
3

Fig. 14. The transformation from a real situation to a planar graph, where
adjacent SBSs in the subset are connected by 2-overlapping regions. The given
case indicates that V = 7, F = 3, E = 8 and C = 2.

where 0 ≤ x < 3, 0 ≤ y < 2 and Ms is the number of the
SBSs in the given subset. Another constraint of x and y is
introduced later.
Since A3 has different expressions in different situations, we
discuss θ ∈ (0, π6 ) and θ ∈ ( π6 , arccos √1 ) respectively. The
3
former case only involves 2-overlapping regions but the latter
case involves 3-overlapping regions as well as 2-overlapping
regions, as shown
 in the Fig. 3.
Case 1: θ ∈ 0, π6 .


Ms A1 − x A2 
f  (θ ) =
Mt A1 − 3 A2
Ms (3 − x)A1 A2
=
.
(25)
Mt (A1 − 3 A2 )2
Since A2 = 2R 2 (1 − cos 2θ) > 0, 3 − x > 0 and
A1 − 3 A2 > 0, we can easilyget f  (θ ) > 0.
Case 2: θ ∈ π6 , arccos √1 .
3


M
A
−
x
A
s
1
2 + y A3
f  (θ ) =
Mt A1 − 3 A2 + 2 A3
√

Ms 3 sin θ 
2π − yπ + 6yθ − 4xθ
=
3
Mt 6 cos θ


= g(θ ) (2 − y)(π − 2θ ) + 4θ (1 + y − x) ,
(26)
√

3 sin θ
s
where g(θ ) = M
Mt 6 cos3 θ .
In this case, we need another constraint of x and y to
complete the proof. Given a subset of SBSs, we regard each
SBS as a vertex in the planar graph. Each 2-overlapping region
is an edge between two adjacent SBSs, and each 3-overlapping
region is a face enclosed by three adjacent 2-overlapping
regions. This abstraction process is illustrated in the Fig. 14.
The Eular Formula in the planar graph [32] is given by

V + (F + 1) − E = C + 1,

(27)

where V is the number of vertexes, F is the number of faces,
E is the number of edges and C is the number of connected
subgraphs. Thus, the instance in the Fig. 14 implies V = 7,
F = 3, E = 8 and C = 2. And for any given subset of SBSs,
C ≥ 0 can be satisfied.
We apply the Eular Formula on our model as:
(V + F − E) = C ≥ 0
↔ (V + F − E)/V ≥ 0
↔ 1 + y − x > 0.

coverage percentage of any given subset of SBSs in the whole
area decreases when c gets greater in ( √1 , 1).
3 

t
(c2 ), c1 ≤
As
a
result,
the
necessary
condition
D θback

 t
D θback (c2 ), c2 mentioned above can be obtained and the
positive correlation between D(t) and c can be proved.
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